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Practical Schedulability Analysis for Generalized
Sporadic Tasks in Distributed Real-Time

Systems
Yuanfang Zhang, Donald K. Krecker, Christopher Gill, Chenyang Lu, Gautam H. Thaker

✦

Abstract—Existing off-line schedulability analysis for real-time systems
can only handle periodic or sporadic tasks with known minimum inter-
arrival times. Modeling sporadic tasks with fixed minimum inter-arrival
times is a poor approximation for systems in which tasks arrive in
bursts, but have longer intervals between the bursts. In such cases,
schedulability analysis based on the existing sporadic task model is
pessimistic and seriously overestimates the task’s time demand. In this
paper, we propose a generalized sporadic task model that characterizes
arrival times more precisely than the traditional sporadic task model,
and we develop a corresponding schedulability analysis that computes
tighter bounds on worst-case response times. Experimental results
show that when arrival time jitter increases, the new analysis more
effectively guarantees schedulability of sporadic tasks.

Index Terms—Generalized sporadic tasks, schedulability analysis, dis-
tributed real-time systems.

1 INTRODUCTION

In hard real-time systems, meeting time constraints is
crucial, as missing deadlines can cause disastrous fail-
ures. As a consequence, providing reliable certification
to those systems is essential. Hard real-time applications
typically make use of schedulability analysis to guar-
antee the schedulability of all hard real-time tasks. The
analysis can be done off-line before the system executes,
and the analysis is based on the knowledge of the release
times and the execution times of all tasks. This approach
is useful when the system is deterministic, meaning that
the release times and the execution times of all tasks are
known, and either do not vary or vary only slightly.

Although off-line schedulability analysis is widely
used in real-time systems, the existing analysis can only
handle periodic tasks and sporadic tasks with known
minimum inter-arrival times. The time demand of a
sporadic task is treated as that of a periodic task whose
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period is the minimum inter-arrival time. This can seri-
ously overestimate the task’s time demand, especially if
it arrives in bursts, and lead to unnecessarily pessimistic
upper bounds on its own and other tasks’ worst-case
response times (WCRTs).

We found in practice that instances of a sporadic task
usually have a bounded instantaneous arrival rate and
a slower average arrival rate. For example, an aircraft
tracking application where a group of aircraft appear on
the scene nearly simultaneously may generate a burst
of tracking jobs. Subsequent track updates for these
aircraft also may be in bursts, but only after some longer
interval between the bursts. Such sporadic tasks are best
defined with at least two constraints. One is the higher
instantaneous arrival rate that bounds the maximum
number of arrivals over some small time interval. The
other is the lower average arrival rate that can also be
specified as a maximum number of arrivals over some
longer interval, but with a smaller ratio of arrivals per
unit time. In this paper, we call sporadic tasks defined
with multiple constraints generalized sporadic tasks, and
we refer to sporadic tasks with only a minimum inter-
arrival time constraint as traditional sporadic tasks.

Research Contributions: In this work, we have (1) de-
fined a generalized sporadic task model, which improves
on the traditional sporadic task model by characterizing
arrival times more precisely; (2) developed a new off-line
schedulability analysis that computes tighter bounds on
worst-case response times for applications with general-
ized sporadic tasks; (3) extended the release guard syn-
chronization protocol to govern the release of end-to-end
generalized sporadic tasks as well as end-to-end periodic
tasks; (4) designed separate end-to-end schedulability
analysis algorithms for the direct synchronization pro-
tocol and for the generalized release guard synchroniza-
tion protocol; and (5) conducted simulations based on
realistic workloads. The simulation results show that our
schedulability analyses for generalized sporadic tasks
significantly tighten the bounds on worst-case response
times and more effectively guarantee schedulability of
sporadic tasks when arrival-time jitter increases.
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2 GENERALIZED SPORADIC TASK MODEL

In this paper, we treat a sporadic task as a stream
of sporadic jobs. To compute the worst-case response
time of sporadic jobs in a system with a fixed-priority
preemptive scheduling policy, we need to model the con-
straints on the arrival pattern of the sporadic jobs. The
traditional sporadic task model imposes the constraint
that some minimum time must elapse between any two
arrivals of the task. It admits a worst-case response time
analysis by treating the minimum inter-arrival time as
the task’s period.

Wang et al. [1] adopted the (σ, ρ) leaky bucket filter
model used in communication networks to model spo-
radic tasks. ρ is the token input rate and σ is the bucket
size. The filter can hold at most σ tokens at any time and
is filled at a constant rate of ρ tokens per unit time. A
sporadic task that follows the (σ, ρ) leaky bucket model
will generate its jobs as follows. The filter releases a job
Jk with execution time Ck when it has at least Ck tokens.
Ck tokens are removed from the filter after the job Jk is
released. No job can be released when the filter does
not have enough tokens for the job execution time. As a
result, the bucket size σ should be at least the maximum
execution time among all jobs of the task so that they
may enter the system. From this definition, we can see
that a periodic task with a period equal to or larger than
σ/ρ and execution time equal to or less than σ satisfies
the (σ, ρ) leaky bucket model. In general, each task can
be modeled by many (σ, ρ) pairs once the workload from
the task in any time interval [t1, t2] is never larger than
σ + ρ ∗ (t2 − t1).

Although the leaky bucket model may model the
workload entering the system from any task, it is more
suitable for modeling periodic tasks with fixed inter-
arrival times. For sporadic tasks that may arrive in
bursts, the leaky bucket model can not provide precise
upper bounds on their workloads. This imprecision im-
pairs schedulability analysis of the system. To model
the arrival pattern of sporadic jobs more precisely, we
present a new practical model for sporadic tasks when
scheduling them on a standard real-time operating sys-
tem.

The traditional sporadic task model can be interpreted
in a different way. The minimum inter-arrival time con-
straint can be understood as a sliding time window
of the same fixed length, each instance of which can
have at most one arrival of the task. This constraint
can be generalized in two ways: (1) by introducing a
limit greater than one on the number of arrivals allowed
in a time window or (2) by allowing multiple pairs of
windows and limits on the number of arrivals. Thus a
generalized sporadic task Ti may be characterized by a
set of K(i) arrival time constraints
{(zi,k, wi,k)1 ≤ k ≤ K(i)}

where at most zi,k arrivals of Ti occur in any window of
length wi,k , both zi,k and wi,k are strictly increasing as k
increases, and zi,k is a natural number.

For example, a generalized sporadic task Ti with three
arrival constraints K(i) = 3, {(zi,1 = 1, wi,1 = 2), (zi,2 =
3, wi,2 = 10), (zi,3 = 5, wi,3 = 18)} could have arrivals at
times 0, 2, 4, 10, 12, 18, 20, 22, 28, 30, 36, 38, 40, 46, 48,
54, 56, 58, 64, ...
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Fig. 1. Leaky bucket vs. generalized sporadic task

Assuming the execution time of Ti is one unit, we
plotted in Figure 1 the workload entering the system
from Ti per a leaky bucket model with σ = 1, ρ = 0.5
and also per a generalized sporadic task with all 3 of its
constraints. There is a big gap between the workloads
calculated by the leaky bucket and generalized sporadic
task models. The greatly overestimated workload can
adversely affect analysis of the schedulability of Ti and
any other tasks in the same system.

3 SCHEDULABILITY ANALYSIS

3.1 Time-Demand Analysis

A level-i busy period [2] is defined as a time interval
[t0, t0 + t) within which only jobs of priority i or higher
are processed, and whose endpoints are consecutive
level-i idle points. Here, a level-i idle point is a time
instant tidle at which every job that is released before
tidle and that has priority higher than or equal to i has
completed by time tidle.

Suppose Ti is a generalized sporadic task of priority
i. All response times of the jobs of task Ti are a part
of some level-i busy period. The longest response time
for a job occurs during a level-i busy period [t0, t0 + t)
if the arrivals of all tasks with equal or higher priority
satisfy the maximum number of arrivals in that level-i
busy interval.

We want to determine the maximum number of ar-
rivals that a task can generate over any interval [t0, t0+t).
If the task is periodic or traditional sporadic, the number
is greatest when one instance of the task is released
at t0 and subsequent instances are released after every
integer multiple of the period (or minimum inter-arrival
time). However, if the task is generalized sporadic, the
maximum number of arrivals accumulates when each
new release occurs as early as the set of constraints
{(zi,k, wi,k)1 ≤ k ≤ K(i)} allows.
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Let MNAi(t) be the maximum number of arrivals function
of the generalized sporadic task Ti over the interval
[t0, t0 + t).

Theorem 1: MNAi(t) is given by the following recursive
definition:

MNAi(t) =







0 if t ≤ 0
min{MNAi(t − wi,k) + zi,k|

1 ≤ k ≤ K(i)} if t > 0

Proof: We define the non-decreasing integer-valued step
function NAi(t) by:

NAi(t) =







0 if t ≤ 0
min{NAi(t − wi,k) + zi,k|

1 ≤ k ≤ K(i)} if t > 0

and prove by induction that MNAi(t) = NAi(t).
Induction basis: When 0 < t ≤ wi,1, the maxi-
mum number of arrivals in interval t is zi,1, which
satisfies all the time constraints (1 ≤ k ≤ K(i)),
since zi,k is strictly increasing as k increases. Then
MNAi(t) = zi,1 = min{zi,1, ..., zi,K(i)} = min{NAi(t −
wi,1) + zi,1, ..., NAi(t − wi,K(i)) + zi,K(i)} = NAi(t). So
MNAi(t) = NAi(t) for 0 < t ≤ wi,1.
Induction hypothesis: Suppose that MNAi(t) = NAi(t) for
0 < t ≤ T .
Induction step: When T < t ≤ T + wi,1, we first prove
MNAi(t) ≤ NAi(t). We assume, without loss of gener-
ality, that NAi(t) = NAi(t−wi,j) + zi,j for a particular j
(1 ≤ j ≤ K(i)). Then the time interval t can be divided
into two separate parts; the length of the first part is
wi,j , and the length of the second part is t − wi,j . The
maximum number of arrivals in interval t should be no
more than the sum of the maximum numbers of arrivals
in those two parts, since neither part can accept any extra
arrivals. So MNAi(t) ≤ MNAi(wi,j)+MNAi(t−wi,j) ≤
zi,j +MNAi(t−wi,j). Since t−wi,j ≤ T , according to the
induction hypothesis, MNAi(t − wi,j) = NAi(t − wi,j).
Substituting NAi(t − wi,j) for MNAi(t − wi,j), then
MNAi(t) ≤ NAi(t − wi,j) + zi,j = NAi(t).

Then we prove that MNAi(t) ≥ NAi(t) by show-
ing that the non-decreasing integer-valued step function
NAi(t) corresponds to a legitimate arrival sequence for
T < t ≤ T +wi,1. To prove NAi(t) satisfies the jth arrival
time constraint for any j, 1 ≤ j ≤ K(i), we must show
that in an arbitrary interval of length wi,j there are at
most zi,j arrivals. Consider the interval of length wi,j

that ends at time t0 + t1 where T < t1 ≤ T + wi,1. In the
interval [t0 + t1 − wi,j , t0 + t1) the number of arrivals in
the arrival sequence corresponding to NAi(t) is:
NAi(t1)−NAi(t1−wi,j) = min{NAi(t1−wi,k)+zi,k|1 ≤
k ≤ K(i)} − NAi(t1 − wi,j) ≤ NAi(t1 − wi,j) + zi,j −
NAi(t1 − wi,j) = zi,j .
This shows that arrival sequence corresponding to
NAi(t) satisfies all arrival time constraints for T < t ≤
T + wi,1. Since its number of arrivals by time t can be

no more than the maximum number of arrivals by time
t, NAi(t) ≤ MNAi(t) for T < t ≤ T + wi,1.

Let τi be the maximum execution time of all instances
of task Ti. The function of the maximum execution time
demand of the generalized sporadic task Ti, TDi(t), for
any interval [t0, t0 + t), is computed from the maximum
number of arrivals function MNAi(t) and is given by:

TDi(t) = MNAi(t) ∗ τi.

The earliest arrival time function of the nth job of the
generalized sporadic task Ti, EATi(n), for time t in any
interval [t0, t0 + t) can be expressed by the following
recursive definition:

EATi(n) =















−∞ if n ≤ 0
0 if n > 0 and n ≤ zi,1

max{EATi(n − zi,k) + wi,k|
1 ≤ k ≤ K(i)} if n > zi,1

3.2 Schedulability Test for Generalized Sporadic
Tasks on a Single Processor

For tasks on a single processor, our schedulability anal-
ysis tests one task at a time starting from the highest
priority task T1 in decreasing order of priority. For the
purpose of determining whether a task Ti is schedulable,
we assume, without loss of generality, that the level-i
busy period begins at time 0. Let Hi be the set of higher
or equal priority tasks assigned to the same processor
as task Ti but excluding task Ti. The following steps
establish whether or not Ti is schedulable:
(1) Compute an upper bound Di on the duration of a
level-i busy period

Di = min{t > 0|t =
∑

Tj∈Hi∪{Ti}

MNAj(t) ∗ τj} (1)

(2) Compute an upper bound Mi on the number of
instances of Ti in a level-i busy period of duration Di

Mi = MNAi(Di).
(3) For m = 1 to Mi, do

(a) Compute an upper bound Ci(m) on the completion
time of the mth job of Ti in a level-i busy period

Ci(m) = min{t > 0|t =
∑

Tj∈Hi

MNAj(t) ∗ τj + m ∗ τi}

(2)

(b) Since a lower bound for the release time of the mth

job of Ti is EATi(m), compute an upper bound on the
response time of the mth job of Ti in the busy period

Vi(m) = Ci(m) − EATi(m).
(4) Compute the WCRT for Ti by

Wi = max{Vi(m)}, for 1 ≤ m ≤ Mi.
(5) If Wi is not greater than the task’s deadline, Ti is
schedulable. Otherwise, it is unschedulable.

Equations (1) and (2) define Di and each Ci(m) as the
least fixed point of some function of t. The fixed points
exist when the generalized sporadic task utilization test,
discussed below, is satisfied. Each can be computed
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by iterative evaluation of the corresponding function
starting with t0 = τi and terminating when t(L+1) = t(L)

for some Lth iteration. Since each function is monotonic
non-decreasing in t, the iterations will not overshoot the
least fixed points.

Generalized Sporadic Task Utilization Test: Equation 1
may not have a finite solution if the processor is over-
loaded with higher or equal priority tasks. Theorem 2
provides a sufficient utilization test that the processor is
not overloaded. The proof of this theorem makes use of
the following lemma.

Lemma 1: Suppose that for the generalized sporadic task
Ti, the constraint with the smallest limit/length ratio is
zi,kmin/wi,kmin = min{zi,j/wi,j |1 ≤ j ≤ K(i)}. Then
zi,kmin

wi,kmin
∗ t ≤ MNAi(t) ≤

zi,kmin

wi,kmin
∗ t + zi,kmin

Proof: Induction basis: When 0 < t, by the constraint
zi,j ≥ 1 for any j, 1 ≤ j ≤ K(i), thus at least one arrival
can occur in the interval [0, t). When t ≤ wi,kmin/zi,kmin,
since wi,kmin/zi,kmin ≤ wi,kmin, by the definition of the
generalized sporadic constraints, at most zi,kmin arrivals
can occur in the interval [0, wi,kmin/zi,kmin). Combining
the above two conditions, when 0 < t ≤ wi,kmin/zi,kmin,
1 ≤ MNAi(t) ≤ zi,kmin. So the Lemma holds, when
0 < t ≤ wi,kmin/zi,kmin.
Induction hypothesis: Suppose when t ≤ T , the lemma
holds.
Induction step: When T < t ≤ T +wi,1, we first prove the
lower bound is satisfied.

For every j, 1 ≤ j ≤ K(i), substitution of t − wi,j for t
and transposing gives

zi,kmin

wi,kmin

t ≤ MNAi(t − wi,j) +
zi,kmin

wi,kmin

wi,j

Since zi,kmin

wi,kmin
≤

zi,j

wi,j
,

zi,kmin

wi,kmin

t ≤ MNAi(t − wi,j) + zi,j

Taking the minimum of the right-hand side for all j,
zi,kmin

wi,kmin

t ≤ MNAi(t)

Then we prove the upper bound is also satisfied, when
T < t ≤ T + wi,1. Substitution of t − wi,kmin for t and
simplifying gives

MNAi(t − wi,kmin) ≤
zi,kmin

wi,kmin

t

By the definition of the generalized sporadic con-
straints, at most zi,kmin arrivals can occur in the interval
[t − wi,kmin, t). Therefore,

MNAi(t) ≤ MNAi(t − wi,kmin) + zi,kmin

≤
zi,kmin

wi,kmin

t + zi,kmin

A periodic task Ti with period pi is a special case of
a generalized sporadic task with a single arrival time
constraint (1, pi). By Lemma 1, this also satisfies

1

pi

t ≤ MNAi(t) ≤
1

pi

t + 1

Let a set of fixed-priority generalized sporadic tasks
{Tj} be assigned to a processor. With respect to a
specific task Ti, let PTi be the set of periodic tasks
in Hi ∪ {Ti}, and let STi be the set of (non-periodic)
generalized sporadic tasks in Hi ∪ {Ti}. For each Tj in
STi, let zj,kj

/wj,kj
be its smallest limit/length constraint

ratio (the minimizing ratio depends on j). The level-i
generalized sporadic task utilization is defined as

∑

Tj∈PTi

τj

pj

+
∑

Tj∈STi

τj ∗ zj,kj

wj,kj

Theorem 2: If a processor is assigned a set of fixed-
priority generalized sporadic tasks, and if the level-
i generalized sporadic task utilization is less than 1,
then any level-i busy period on the processor has finite
duration.
Proof: By taking Lemma 1 for each task Tj , multiplying
the inequality by τj , and summing,

(
∑

Tj∈PT

τj

Pj

+
∑

Tj∈ST

τj ∗ zj,kj

wj,kj

) ∗ t ≤
∑

Tj∈Hi∪{Ti}

MNAj(t) ∗ τj

≤ (
∑

Tj∈PT

τj

Pj

+
∑

Tj∈ST

τj ∗ zj,kj

wj,kj

) ∗ t

+
∑

Tj∈PT

τj +
∑

Tj∈ST

zj,kj
∗ τj

Since the level-i generalized sporadic task utiliza-
tion < 1, the right side of this inequality grows
less rapidly than t and is less than t for suffi-
ciently large t, (

∑

Tj∈PT

τj

Pj
+

∑

Tj∈ST

τj∗zj,kj

wj,kj

) ∗ t +
∑

Tj∈PT τj +
∑

Tj∈ST zj,kj
∗ τj < t. For sufficiently

small t,
∑

Tj∈Hi∪{Ti}
MNAj(t) ∗ τj =

∑

Tj∈PT τj +
∑

Tj∈ST zj,1 ∗ τj > t. So t =
∑

Tj∈Hi∪{Ti}
MNAj(t) ∗ τj

will have a finite solution.

3.3 Schedulability Test for End-to-End Generalized
Sporadic Tasks via Generalized Release Guards

Given a set of end-to-end generalized sporadic tasks,
each task is comprised of a linear chain of subtasks
Ti,1, Ti,2, ..., Ti,n(i) where each subtask Ti,j belonging to
task Ti may be assigned to a different processor Pj .

Although each generalized sporadic task Ti has ar-
rival time constraints, these constraints apply a priori
only to each initial subtask Ti,1 of an end-to-end task,
and the inter-release times of consecutive jobs in later
subtasks may not satisfy the original time constraints.
The Direct Synchronization (DS) protocol is the simplest
synchronization protocol in which the scheduler releases
the mth job of Ti,j once its immediate predecessor Ti,j−1

completes its mth job. However, the clumping effect in
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the later subtasks caused by DS can have an undesirable
effect on the schedulability of end-to-end tasks in a
priority-driven system [3]. Moreover, the upper bounds
on end-to-end response times produced by current anal-
ysis algorithms for DS are not tight. If we can govern
the releases of the jobs in later subtasks and make
them follow the task’s time constraints, the previously
described analysis can be carried out on each processor
to determine a worst-case response time Wi,j for each
subtask Ti,j . This improves the schedulability of end-to-
end tasks greatly.

The generalized sporadic arrival time constraints can
be applied to non-initial subtasks by maintaining a gen-
eralized release guard gi,j for each non-initial subtask
Ti,j , (j > 1). Let ri,j(m) be the release time and let
Ci,j(m) be the completion time of the mth job of Ti,j .
The following rules are used to update gi,j(j > 1).

1) At the initial time, set gi,j=0.
2) When m−1th job of Ti,j is released at time ri,j(m−

1), update gi,j = ri,j(m−1)+(ri,1(m)−ri,1(m−1)).
3) Update gi,j to the current time if the current time is

a processor idle point on the processor where Ti,j

executes.
The scheduler releases the mth job of Ti,j either at gi,j ,

or at Ci,j−1(m) when the immediate predecessor Ti,j−1

completes its mth job, whichever is later.
The generalized release guard protocol propagates the

generalized sporadic arrival time constraints obeyed by
the initial subtasks Ti,1 along the subtask chains so that
they are also obeyed by the non-initial subtasks Ti,j

for j > 1. Worst-case response times of all subtasks
can be determined as described in Section 3.2, and they
can simply be summed to obtain worst-case response
times of the end-to-end tasks. This is established by the
following theorem and lemma.
Theorem 3: An upper bound Wi to the end-to-end
response time of any generalized sporadic task Ti in
a fixed-priority system synchronized according to the
generalized release guard protocol is given by Wi =
∑n(i)

k=1 Wi,k

Here n(i) is the number of subtasks in Ti. Wi,k is
the upper bound on the response time of the subtask
Ti,k obtained by considering only subtasks on the same
processor as Ti,k and treating every such subtask as a
generalized sporadic task satisfying its own generalized
sporadic arrival time constraints. The theorem is a direct
consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 2: When subtasks are synchronized according
to the generalized release guard protocol, every job of
every subtask Ti,k for k = 2, 3, ..., n(i) is released no later
than

∑k−1
l=1 Wi,l units of time after the release time of the

corresponding job in its first sibling subtask Ti,1.
Proof: According to the definition of the generalized
release guard protocol, for every k = 2, 3, ..., n(i), the
first job of subtask Ti,k is released when the first job of
its immediate predecessor Ti,k−1 completes, and this is

surely within Wi,k−1 units of time after the release of
Ti,k−1. Hence, for any 2 ≤ k ≤ n(i), the first job in Ti,k

is released by
∑k−1

l=1 Wi,l units of time after the release
of the first job in Ti,1, that is, the lemma is true for the
first jobs of all subtasks of Ti.

The lemma is also true for all the jobs in the second sib-
ling subtask Ti,2. To prove this statement, let us suppose
that the lemma is true for all the jobs of Ti,2 up to and
including the xth job, for some x ≥ 1. Then for the xth

job, ri,2(x)−ri,1(x) ≤ Wi,1, ri,2(x)+ri,1(x+1)−ri,1(x) ≤
ri,1(x+1)+Wi,1. Moreover, Ci,1(x+1) ≤ ri,1(x+1)+Wi,1.
So ri,2(x + 1) ≤ max(Ci,1(x + 1), ri,2(x) + (ri,1(x + 1) −
ri,1(x))) ≤ ri,1(x + 1) + Wi,1 satisfies the lemma.

Now suppose that the lemma is true for all the jobs
in all the predecessor sibling subtasks of Ti,k for some k
in the range 2 < k ≤ n(i) and it is also true for the xth

job and all the jobs before the xth of Ti,k. To show the
lemma is true for the (x+1)th job of Ti,k as well, we first
examine the release time of the xth job of Ti,k. It satisfies
ri,k(x) − ri,1(x) ≤

∑k−1
l=1 Wi,l. Adding ri,1(x + 1) at both

sides, ri,k(x)+ri,1(x+1)−ri,1(x) ≤ ri,1(x+1)+
∑k−1

l=1 Wi,l.
Moreover, Ci,k−1(x + 1) ≤ ri,1(x + 1) +

∑k−1
l=1 Wi,l. So

ri,k(x + 1) ≤ max(Ci,k−1(x + 1), ri,k(x) + (ri,1(x + 1) −

ri,1(x))) ≤ ri,1(x + 1) +
∑k−1

l=1 Wi,l satisfies the lemma.

3.4 Schedulability Test for End-to-End Generalized
Sporadic Tasks via Direct Synchronization Protocol

Although (as our schedulability analysis simulations in
Section 4 show), the generalized release guard protocol
(RG) improves schedulability when compared to the
direct synchronization protocol (DS), RG is rarely im-
plemented or used in current systems. Therefore we
develop a schedulability analysis algorithm that handles
DS for generalized sporadic tasks.

Our approach follows that of Sun’s EERT/DS (End-to-
End Response Time for Direct Synchronization Protocol)
algorithm [3] for periodic tasks. We first provide an
algorithm that is used iteratively to calculate an upper
bound on the intermediate end-to-end response time
(IEERT) of each subtask Ti,j . The IEERT of Ti,j is the time
between the release of a job in Ti,1 and the completion of
the corresponding job in Ti,j . The end-to-end response
time of the entire task Ti is the IEERT of its last subtask
Ti,n(i). An upper bound on the IEERT of the last subtask
is thus an upper bound on the end-to-end response time
of the task.

We follow a variation of Sun’s IEERT algorithm that
uses minimum execution times σi,j along with maxi-
mum execution times τi,j to give tighter upper bounds
on IEERTs. Let Si,0 = 0 and Si,j =

∑

1≤k≤j σi,k for j > 0.
If the current upper bound on intermediate end-to-end
response time of Ti,j−1 is Vi,j−1, an upper bound on
the “jitter” in the release time of its successor Ti,j is
Vi,j−1−Si,j−1. Although the generalized sporadic arrival
time constraints do not apply to every subtask in DS,
they do apply to the initial subtasks. Thus the values
MNAi,1(t) and EATi,1(m) can be calculated. Hi,j is the
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set of higher or equal priority subtasks assigned to the
same processor as Ti,j , but excluding Ti,j .

Generalized Sporadic IEERT Algorithm {V
′

=
IEERT (T, V )}
Input:
1. A set {Ti} of end-to-end generalized sporadic tasks
2. A set {Vi,j} of bounds on the IEERT of subtasks
Output: A set {V

′

i,j} of new bounds on the IEERT of
subtasks
Algorithm:
For each generalized sporadic subtask Ti,j

1. Compute an upper bound Di,j on the duration of a
level-(i,j) busy period:

Di,j = min{t > 0|t =
∑

Tu,v∈Hi,j∪{Ti,j}

MNAu,1(t + Vu,v−1

− Su,v−1) ∗ τu,v} (3)

2. Compute an upper bound Mi,j on the number of
instances of Ti,j in a level-(i,j) busy period of duration
Di,j :
Mi,j = MNAi,j(Di,j) = MNAi,1(Di,j + Vi,j−1 − Si,j−1)
3. For m = 1 to Mi,j do

(a) Compute an upper bound Ci,j(m) on the comple-
tion time of the mth job of Ti,j in a level-(i,j) busy period

Ci,j(m) = min{t > 0|t = m ∗ τi,j +
∑

Tu,v∈Hi,j

MNAu,1(t

+ Vu,v−1 − Su,v−1) ∗ τu,v} (4)

(b) Since a lower bound for the release time of the
mth job of Ti,1 is EATi,1(m)− Vi,j−1, compute an upper
bound on the IEERT of the mth job of Ti,j in the busy
period

Vi,j(m) = Ci,j(m) + Vi,j−1 − EATi,1(m)
4. Compute the new bound V

′

i,j by
V

′

i,j = max{Vi,j(m)} for 1 ≤ m ≤ Mi,j

Equations (3) and (4), as equations (1) and (2) above,
define least fixed points of monotonic non-decreasing
functions and can likewise be solved by iterative evalu-
ation.

Our algorithm ST/DS (generalized Sporadic Task anal-
ysis for Direct Synchronization protocol) to calculate the
upper bounds of end-to-end response times iteratively
uses our IEERT algorithm. Its input is a set {V 0

i,j} of
initial estimates of IEERTs of all subtasks in the system.
The initial estimated IEERT for the subtask Ti,j is the
sum of the maximum execution times of Ti,j and all
its predecessor subtasks. During each iteration, say the
(x + 1)th, the IEERT algorithm uses the set {V x

i,j} of
estimates produced in the xth iteration as input and
produces as output a new set of estimates {V x+1

i,j }. If
the output estimate for every subtask is equal to the
input estimate for the subtask, then the bound {V x+1

i,j }
produced during the iteration is a correct upper bound
on the IEERT of Ti,j , and an upper bound on the end-
to-end response time of the task Ti is equal to V x+1

i,n(i). If
the input and output estimates for some subtasks are not

equal, another iteration is carried out using as input the
output estimates just produced.

To prove that when algorithm ST/DS terminates, the
outputs produced during the last iteration are the correct
upper bounds of the end-to-end response times of all
tasks, we only need to prove the same theorem as that
in [3]. The proof of this theorem makes use of the same
lemma.

Lemma 3: Suppose that a subtask instance Ti,j(m) com-
pletes at time t. If the IEERT of every subtask instance
Tu,v(w) that completes before t is no greater than some
Vu,v > 0, then the IEERT of Ti,j(m) is no greater than
V

′

i,j , where V
′

= IEERT (T, V ).

Proof: The correctness of this Lemma follows from the
calculation of the busy period in our IEERT algorithm.
The execution of any instance Ti,j(m) of Ti,j must be
contained in a level-(i,j) busy period. Without loss of
generality, we assume that the level-(i,j) busy period
within which Ti,j(m) executes starts from time zero,
and Ti,j(m) is the mth released instance of Ti,j in this
busy period. According to the condition of Lemma 3,
we know an upper bound on the time demand that can
be generated by Ti,j and other subtask instances that
can delay the completion of Ti,j(m). In other words, we
know a time demand function TD

′

(x), which is such
that TD

′

(x) ≥ TD(x) for 0 < x < t. The IEERT algorithm
uses TD

′

(x) in its first step t
′

= min{x > 0|x = TD
′

(x)}.
We can verify that t

′

≥ t, i.e., t
′ is an upper bound on

the completion time of Ti,j(m). Since we also know a
lower bound on the release time of Ti,1(m) in the IEERT
algorithm, the computed bound on IEERT V

′

i,j , which is
the maximum bound on IEERT for all instances of Ti,j in
that busy period, is also an upper bound on the IEERT
of Ti,j(m).

Theorem 4: Let V = Vi,j be a set of positive numbers,
where there is a one-to-one mapping between Vi,j and
Ti,j . If V = IEERT (T, V ), then Vi,j is a correct upper
bound on the IEERT time of Ti,j .

Proof: The proof follows the induction proof in [3].
The ST/DS algorithm sometimes does not converge,

and then it fails to calculate upper bounds on end-to-
end response times of generalized sporadic tasks. This
can happen even when the total utilization of every
processor is reasonably small. The example of divergence
shown in [3] with periodic tasks also pertains here, since
each periodic task is a special case of a generalized
sporadic task with a single arrival time constraint.

3.5 Simple Example

To illustrate the analysis presented, we provide a simple
example which consists of one periodic task T1 and two
generalized sporadic tasks T2 and T3. Their arrival time
constraints, priorities, execution times and executing
processors are shown in Table 1. In addition, we assume
that both maximum and minimum execution times of
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subtasks are equal to the execution times shown in the
table.

Ti Ti,j arrival time constraints prio. exec. Pi

T1 T1,1 {(1, 40)} 1 10 P1

T2 T2,1 {(1, 10), (2, 30), (3, 50)} 2 8 P1

T2,2 5 P2

T3 T3,1 {(1, 30), (2, 80)} 3 15 P2

TABLE 1
Task Settings for 3 Tasks

We assume end-to-end task T2 is synchronized with a
generalized release guard (RG). The schedulability anal-
ysis for generalized sporadic tasks on a single processor
can be applied separately on processors 1 and 2 to
determine a worst-case response time for each subtask.
Table 2 shows the results of this analysis for each of
the four subtasks. The upper bounds on the end-to-end
response times of T1, T2, and T3 are 12, 23, and 25. The
bound for T2 is the sum of W2,1 and W2,2.

Ti,j Di,j mthjob Ci,j(m) Vi,j(m) Wi,j

T1,1 10 1 10 10 10
T2,1 26 1 18 18

2 26 16 18
T2,2 5 1 5 5 5
T3,1 25 1 25 25 25

TABLE 2
Results with RG

Figure 2 shows one real schedule of three tasks with
the generalized RG protocol. Each solid arrow above the
timeline of each first subtask shows the release time of
one job of that subtask. Each dotted arrow between the
timelines of subtask T2,1 and T2,2 means T2,1 completed
one job and a synchronization signal was sent from
T2,1 to its immediate successor T2,2. Each solid box on
the task timeline shows the execution of that task. On
processor 1, T1,1 and T2,1 both released one job at time
0. However, T2,1 has lower priority, so it can not begin its
execution until T1,1 completed at time 10. On processor
2, T2,2 has higher priority than T3,1. Once it received the
first synchronization signal from T2,1, it began execution
although the first job of T3,1 is also released at time 18.
Because of the generalized RG, although T2,2 received
the second synchronization signal at time 26, it can not
release its next job until time 28. The first job of T3,1

released at time 18, began execution at time 23, was
preempted by T2,2 at time 28 and completed at time
43. The end-to-end response times for the first jobs of
task T1, T2 and T3 in this schedule are 10, 23 and 25
respectively.

For comparison, we now assume end-to-end task T2

is synchronized with DS. Table 3 shows the results of it-
erative use of our generalized sporadic IEERT algorithm
to calculate upper bounds on the end-to-end response
times of three tasks. The algorithm terminates after the
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Fig. 2. Schedule with RG

3rd iteration, since output V 3
i,j for every subtask is equal

to input V 2
i,j for the subtask. The upper bounds on the

end-to-end response times of T1, T2 and T3 are 10, 23 and
30, the outputs of the final iteration for the last subtasks
T1,1, T2,2, and T3,1.

Ti,j V x
i,j Di,j mthjob Ci,j(m) Vi,j(m) V x+1

i,j

T1,1 10 10 1 10 10 10
T2,1 8 26 1 18 18

2 26 16 18
T2,2 13 5 1 5 13 13
T3,1 15 25 1 25 25 25
T1,1 10 10 1 10 10 10
T2,1 18 26 1 18 18

2 26 16 18
T2,2 13 10 1 5 23

2 10 18 23
T3,1 25 30 1 30 30 30
T1,1 10 10 1 10 10 10
T2,1 18 26 1 18 18

2 26 16 18
T2,2 23 10 1 5 23

2 10 18 23
T3,1 30 30 1 30 30 30

TABLE 3
Results with DS
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Figure 3 shows a schedule of three tasks with DS pro-
tocol. In DS protocol, T2,2 released one job immediately
once it received one synchronization signal from T2,1.
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Then lower priority task T3,1 which was executing on the
same processor P2 is preempted by T2,2 at times 26 and
38, and can not complete its first job which is released at
time 18 until time 48. So the end-to-end response times
of the first jobs of T1, T2 and T3 in this schedule are 10,
23 and 30.

We observe that in this example the analysis based on
RG leads to a tighter response time bound for T3 than
does the analysis based on DS. Moreover, the tasks’ end-
to-end response times in the real schedules match the
upper bounds on the tasks’ end-to-end response times in
the theoretical analysis for both DS and RG. Hence the
upper bounds in this specific example are the true worst-
case response times for the DS and RG synchronization
protocols, although the bounds are not always tight in
general.

4 SIMULATIONS

4.1 Comparison of Different Analyses

In this simulation, we assume four end-to-end periodic
tasks executing on three processors. Their periods, dead-
lines, priorities, maximum execution times and execut-
ing processors are shown in Table 4. In addition, the
minimum execution times of subtasks are equal to the
maximum execution times in the table.

Ti Ti,j period deadline prio. exec. Pi

T1 T1,1 312 284 4 21 P1

T1,2 24 P3

T1,3 75 P1

T2 T2,1 90 90 1 23 P2

T2,2 13 P3

T2,3 30 P2

T3 T3,1 162 162 2 30 P1

T3,2 18 P3

T3,3 42 P1

T4 T4,1 203 203 3 58 P2

T4,2 20 P3

TABLE 4
Task Settings for 4 Tasks

First, we change task T3 from being a periodic task
to being a generalized sporadic task. To make it easier
to understand how WCRT bounds change, we maintain
the same subtask priorities when we convert periodic
tasks to sporadic tasks. In the conversion, we make
the sporadic behavior a jittery variation of the peri-
odic behavior by allowing arrivals a bit closer together
than the period but keeping the same bound on the
number of arrivals over a multi-period window. For
instance, the time constraints for the converted task
T3 are {(1, 113), (2, 324)}. These time constraints allow
the sporadic task T3 to arrive once in time window
0.7∗period, but still only twice in time window 2∗period.
T3 is allowed 30 percent jitter in this case. T3 will be
made increasingly jittery in some later cases. We are
interpreting J percent jitter to mean that T3 has a first
constraint set to (1, (1 − J/100) ∗ period).

We distinguish original and new WCRT bound analy-
ses. Since the original analysis treats a sporadic task’s
minimum inter-arrival time like a period, we call it
Periodic-Task analysis (PT). Our new analysis handles
generalized sporadic tasks with multiple time con-
straints and does not interpret them as periodic tasks.
Therefore we call it Sporadic-Task analysis (ST). Each of
these two analyses has different algorithms for the DS
and the RG synchronization protocols. Thus we compare
the following four distinct algorithms:
PT/DS: original periodic-task analysis with DS
PT/RG: original periodic-task analysis with RG
ST/DS: new generalized sporadic-task analysis with DS
ST/RG: new generalized sporadic-task analysis with RG
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Fig. 4. WCRT bound comparisons for 4 tasks when T3 is
allowed 30 percent jitter
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Fig. 5. WCRT bound comparisons for 4 tasks when T3 is
allowed 60 percent jitter

We then converted task T3 into a generalized sporadic
task with time constraints {(1, 113), (2, 324)}. Figure 4
shows that the WCRT bounds with RG are no worse
than with DS, and noticeably better for tasks T3, T4,
and especially T1. The WCRT bound for T1 in PT/DS is
not shown entirely in Figure 4, because it is larger than
40000, the upper bound of our analysis. We also can see
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that ST outperforms PT on both DS and RG protocols.
This is because PT counts on many more arrivals than
the generalized sporadic tasks are actually allowed. To
exhibit the benefit of our ST analysis more clearly, we
increased the arrival time jitter of T3 by changing its
time constraints. Figure 5 shows the result when the time
constrains for T3 are {(1, 65), (2, 324)}. The PT performed
even worse. The WCRT bounds for T1, T3, and T4 in
PT/DS are infinite, as well as the WCRT bounds for T1

and T3 in PT/RG.
To further show the relationship between arrival time

jitter and the WCRT bounds calculated by the different
analyses, we set the time constraints for T3 as {(1, (1 −
x/100)∗period), (2, 324)}. The horizontal axis in Figure 6
represents jitter increasing from 0 percent to 97.5 percent,
as the window size of the first time constraint decreases
from the full period to 2.5 percent of it. Then we used
four different algorithms to calculate the WCRT bounds
for task T1, which ran at the lowest priority and was
affected greatly by the arrival pattern of T3. In Figure 6,
even to tolerate 12.5 percent jitter, the WCRT bound
calculated by PT/DS is 6450, which is four times more
than the WCRT bound calculated by ST/DS. When the
jitter percentage further increases to 15, the WCRT bound
by PT/DS exceeds the upper bound of our analysis.
For PT/RG, the calculated WCRT bounds are much
less than PT/DS. However, when the jitter percentage
reaches 37.5, the WCRT bound for T1 is infinite when
PT/RG is used. For ST/RG, the WCRT bounds for T1 are
fairly stable under 600 as the jitter percentage increases
from 0 to 97.5. This is because our ST analysis considers
all the arrival time constraints. Although the first time
constraint becomes tighter and tighter, the arrival pattern
of T3 still needs to satisfy the second time constraint,
which does not change. The second constraint bounds
the arrival numbers of task T3 and reduces its impact on
task T1.
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Fig. 6. T1’s WCRT bounds as T3 jitter increases

Figure 7 depicts the miss ratios of the 4 tasks, i.e., what
fraction of them can miss their deadlines, as the arrival
time jitter of task T3 increases from 0 to 95 percent along
the horizontal axis. We calculated the WCRT bounds

using the 4 different algorithms and compared them
with the tasks’ deadlines. If the WCRT bound exceeds
the deadline, the task is not proved schedulable and
is counted in the miss ratio. The miss ratios that are
calculated by the ST analysis are fairly stable while the
miss ratios that are calculated by the PT analysis reach
75%.
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Fig. 7. Miss ratio comparisons for four tasks when T3 is
allowed x percent jitter. The time constraints for T3 are
{(1, (1− x/100) ∗ 162), (2, 324)}

4.2 Representative Example

Military shipboard computing is moving toward a com-
mon computing and networking infrastructure that hosts
the mission execution, mission support and quality-of-
life systems required for shipboard operations. One ex-
ample of a shipboard computing system model includes
15 end-to-end periodic tasks. Each task consists of vary-
ing number of subtasks between 5 and 15. Altogether
there are 150 subtasks allocated across 50 processors.
The aggregate loading of all the 50 processors is about
50%. We convert task T10 to be a generalized sporadic
task. The original task T10 has period 200 and, assuming
rate monotonic scheduling, has the highest priority along
with task T2. Moreover, task T10’s 12 subtasks share
processors with all of the other tasks except for T4 and
T6. The time constraints for the converted task T10 are
{(1, (1− x/100) ∗ 200), (2, 400)}.

To show the sharp contrast between the PT analysis
and the ST analysis, we picked 75 percent jitter and
calculated the WCRT bounds for all 15 tasks using four
different algorithms. At that point, the time constraints
for T10 are {(1, 50), (2, 400)}. In Figure 8, the WCRT
bounds for all 15 tasks in PT/DS are infinite, and the
WCRT bounds for six tasks in PT/RG are infinite, while
the WCRT bounds for all tasks are bounded when using
our generalized sporadic tasks analysis. In addition, DS
performed much worse than RG for some low-priority
tasks. As shown in Figure 9, for the ST analysis with
either the DS or the RG synchronization protocol, the
miss ratios are fairly stable when the jitter percentage
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allowed x percent jitter. The time constraints for T10 are
{(1, (1− x/100) ∗ 200), (2, 400)}

increases. In particular, the miss ratios are always 0
using the ST/RG algorithm. However, when the jit-
ter percentage reaches 65 and the time constraints are
{(1, 70), (2, 400)}, all tasks are unschedulable using the
PT/DS algorithm. Moreover, the PT/RG algorithm has
a steep rise in miss ratios when the jitter percentage is
larger than 60.

To consider the influence of different time constraints
on the miss ratios, we changed the time constraints of
task T10 in two ways. In the first simulation, whose
results are shown in Figure 10, the number of arrivals
allowed in the first time window is greater than one. It
increases from 1 to 7 while the second time constraint
ensures only 8 arrivals are allowed in any window of
8∗period length. In the second simulation, whose results
are shown in Figure 11, the number of time constraints
for task T10 increases from 2 to 8.

As is shown in Figure 10, the PT analysis always had
a higher miss ratio than our ST analysis and showed a
sharp rise when the number of arrivals allowed in the
first time window increased. In Figure 11, since the PT
analysis only considers the first time constraint pair in
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Fig. 10. Miss ratio comparisons for 15 tasks when
T10 is a generalized sporadic task with time constraints
{(x, 200), (8, 1600)}
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generalized sporadic task. The number of time constraints
for T10 increases from 2 to 8. The initial time constraints
are {(1, 25), (8, 1600)} at x=2 point. At every x point, one
extra time constraint (x − 1, (x − 1)/8 ∗ (x − 1) ∗ 200) is
added.

its calculation, extra time constraints do not affect the
miss ratio. However, our ST analysis considers all time
constraints. Any tighter time constraint added may help
reduce the miss ratio.

Besides the influence of different time constraints, we
also considered the effect of the number of generalized
sporadic tasks in the system. As is shown in Figure 12,
when the number of generalized sporadic tasks in the
system increases, the miss ratios under the PT/RG and
PT/DS also increase, while the miss ratios are stable
under the ST analysis and are lower than those under
the PT analysis with the same synchronization protocol.

5 RELATED WORK

The problem of scheduling a mixed set of hard pe-
riodic and soft aperiodic tasks in a dynamic envi-
ronment has been widely considered when periodic
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Fig. 12. Miss ratio comparisons for 15 tasks
when more and more periodic tasks are converted
to generalized sporadic tasks with time constraints
{(1, period/2), (2, period ∗ 2)}. The number of generalized
sporadic tasks increases from 1 to 15.

tasks are executed under a fixed priority schedul-
ing algorithm. Lehoczky et al. investigated bandwidth-
preserving server mechanisms (Deferrable Server [4] and
Priority Exchange [5]) to enhance aperiodic responsive-
ness. Sprunt et al. described a better server mechanism,
called Sporadic Server (SS) [6]. Lehoczky and Ramos-
Thuel found an optimal server method, called Slack
Stealer [7], which is based on the idea of “stealing” all
possible processing time from the periodic tasks without
causing their deadlines to be missed. The same algorithm
has been extended in [8] to handle hard aperiodic tasks,
and in [9], to treat a more general class of scheduling
problems. All these aperiodic servers require special
scheduling mechanisms and nontrivial engineering ef-
fort on top of standard operating systems, while our
analyses are based on the widely available fixed priority
scheduling mechanism.

Although the sporadic task model [10] has been
widely studied for supporting event-driven applications,
event occurrences often cannot meet the assumption of
tasks’ minimum inter-arrival time. For example, tasks
that are invoked in response to events generated by
devices such as network interfaces may not satisfy this
assumption. Rate-based scheduling schemes [11] are
more seamlessly able to cope with jitter. In such schemes,
there is no restriction on a task’s instantaneous rate of
execution, but an average rate is assumed. In multipro-
cessor systems, rate-based execution can be ensured by
using scheduling algorithms that also ensure a property
called proportionate fairness (Pfairness) [12]. In research
on rate-based uniprocessor scheduling, Jeffay et al. [11],
[13], [14] derived necessary and sufficient conditions for
determining the feasibility of a rate-based task set and
demonstrated that earliest deadline first (EDF) schedul-
ing is optimal for both preemptive and non-preemptive
execution environments. Baruah et al. [12] showed Pfair

scheduling algorithms can be used to optimally schedule
periodic tasks on multiprocessors. Srinivasan and An-
derson [15] extended this work by showing that sporadic
and rate-based tasks can also be optimally scheduled.
Their sporadic task model is totally different from our
generalized sporadic task model because the deadlines
of the jobs of their sporadic tasks are not predefined, but
assigned at the releasing times according to the tasks’
average rates.

Wang et al. [1] presents a Priority-based Total Band-
width Server (PTBS) to integrate the priority-driven
scheduling paradigm with the share-driven scheduling
paradigm for scheduling aperiodic tasks. Within each
sliding window, the fixed priority is used to schedule
different aperiodic or periodic jobs whose assigned dead-
lines fall into the window. Outside of the window, tasks
are scheduled by EDF scheduling policy according to
their assigned deadlines. The worst-case response time
of aperiodic or periodic jobs had been derived and
schedulability conditions provided when aperiodic tasks
can be modeled by the leaky bucket arrival pattern.
However, their schedulability condition only works in
a single processor and cannot be easily extended to
guarantee the schedulability of end-to-end aperiodic
tasks. Moreover, our generalized sporadic task model
has stronger descriptive capability than the leaky bucket
model.

Our algorithm to calculate the worst-case response
times for generalized sporadic tasks is based on a worst-
case arrival pattern in which each job of each generalized
sporadic task arrives at the earliest possible time. If the
arrivals of each generalized sporadic task strictly follow
the worst-case arrival pattern, each generalized sporadic
task can be alternatively viewed as a set of different
tasks with offsets or as a generalized multiframe task.
In the first case, the analysis technique for tasks with
offsets [16] can be used to do the analysis. However,
since a single generalized sporadic task is treated as a
set of different tasks, Palencia’s analysis unnecessarily
requires inspection of a number of possible critical in-
stants equal to the number of different tasks generated
from the original generalized sporadic task. Moreover,
Palencia’s analysis only considers the DS protocol for
end-to-end tasks, which may decrease the schedulabil-
ity when compared with our generalized release guard
synchronization protocol. In the second case, Baruah et
al. [17] consider a very abstract model named the gener-
alized multiframe task model and provide a framework
for determining feasibility for task systems in that model.
Their research is focused only on a single processor.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has proposed a generalized sporadic task
model that improves the traditional sporadic task model
by characterizing arrival times more precisely. It also
presented new schedulability analysis algorithms for
generalized sporadic tasks, both for independent tasks
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and for end-to-end tasks synchronized either by direct
synchronization or by a new generalized release guard
synchronization protocol. Empirical results showed that
our schedulability analyses, when compared with tradi-
tional analyses, (1) tighten the bounds on worst-case re-
sponse times and (2) more effectively guarantee schedu-
lability when sporadic tasks have greater arrival time
jitter.
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